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Communication systems often involve differential equation models whose inputs 
are noises and signals with wide bandwidths. It is frequently of interest to approx- 
imate them by some Markov-diffusion process, since then many- analytical and 
numerical methods can be used. Here, recent results on getting diffusion approx- 
imations to systems with such inputs are applied to three classes of detection 
systems which are very important in applications: (I) A phase locked loop with a 
limiter; (2) a quadricorrelator with and without a limiter (the function is to track 
changes in phase and frequency); (3) a “squaring” loop whose purpose is the 
tracking of the carrier frequency despite the carrier modulation. In (3). a type of 
pulse phase modulation is used. The method is natural, sysrematic and relatively 
straightforward. Under natural scaling of the signals and noises. the appropriate 
diffusion approximations (for band-pass, but wide-band noise) are obtained. The 
approximation is in the sense of weak convergence. The first two problems have 
been hard to analyze owing to the nature of the non-linearity. and the results clearly 
indicate the advantage and disadvantages of the use of the limiter. The third 
problem has been difficult to analyze, partly due to the periodicities which occur 
naturally in such problems. All three classes represent widely used and important 
systems, and much information can be obtained from the limit process. For 
example. the results show that the use of a limiter can actually improve the tracking 
ability of the systems. when the noise is small. The system signal and noise models 
to which the methods can be applied are much broader than those used here. But 
the results, together with the results in H. J. Kushner, IEEE Trans. Inform. Theor) 
IT-26 (1980), 7 15-725, for different classes of problems, illustrate the great 
potential of the approximation methods for problems in control and communication 
theory. In certain cases, the limit processes are of the type which have been 
obtained via more formal arguments. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Diffusion approximations to the output and state variable processes for 
several types of phase locked loops (PLL), Costas loops, and related systems 
are obtained when the input noise is “bandpass,” but with a wide bandwidth. 
The systems are commonly used to estimate and track the phase and 
frequency of received signals (with additive noise). There is a vast 
communication theory literature on the subject, and there are very many 
useful methods for the analysis of such systems [l-3]. Yet, it is only recently 
that rigorous methods for getting the diffusion approximations for more 
complicated and non-linear systems have become available. We will use one 
such method here. 
Three important cases are of particular interest where, owing to the nature 
of the non-linearity or other system feature, the analysis has been difficult. In 
the first two cases, the system contains limiters (Fig. lb), a frequently used 
type of non-linearity. 
Markov-diffusion approximations to the output and state processes of non- 
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FIG. 1. Phase locked loop. (a) Limiter Approximation. (b) Limiter. 
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linear systems with wideband inputs are a major concern in communication 
(and control) theory because a large number of analytical and numerical 
techniques can be used on the approximation. The original system is often 
too complicated for much insight into its properties to be obtained otherwise. 
The fact that the bandwidth of the input process is often wide allows 
diffusion approximation or averaging methods to be fruitfully used to get the 
approximations. 
Reference [4 1 illustrated the application of the general method of 15 ) to 
get diffusion approximations for several standard problems in 
communication theory. Using a related result, the investigation is continued 
here on the different (and perhaps harder) problems cited above. Reference 
16 1 extends the result in [5] and provides a simpler proof under simpler 
conditions; but from the point of view of applications, the theorems of 15 ) 
and [ 6 1 are used in exactly the same way. Here we use the theorem in [ 6 I. 
because the conditions are simpler. In Section II, the main background 
theorem is stated. The basic idea is that the original system state, s’(. ). is 
parameterized by E, and as E --) 0. the input noise bandwidth (BW) goes to 
co. Under reasonable conditions. the basic background theorem allows us to 
conclude that x’(.) converges weakly to a particular diffusion process .u(. ). 
Section III deals with the basic phase locked loop. with and without a 
limiter. Section IV treats a form of quadricorrelator with no limiter. and the 
limiter is added in Section V. (This system is a more sophisticated form of 
phase locked loop. It is used to track when the frequency errors are larger.) 
In Section VI, we treat a “squaring loop” whose purpose is to accurately 
track changes in the carrier frequency in presence of modulation. and we 
investigate the effects of the carrier modulation on the tracking errors when 
the noise intensity is small. Despite the mathematical nature of Section II. 
the basic results can often be used in a relatively straightforward way. 
Owing to the differences in the problems treated here and in 141. and in 
the types of noise used, many of the details are different. We concentrate on 
the differences, building on the results in [4] where possible, but often 
omitting details where they are similar to those in [4]. 
II. MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND 
We suppose that the reader is familiar with the weak convergence terms 
and ideas as used, for example in [4, Section 21. Formally, suppose that the 
system is given by 3 = H’(n’, x’), where nf is an input noise process whose 
B W -+ co as E + 0. We are interested in showing that Y(.) converges weakly 
to some diffusion x(e) 
dx = a(x) dt + a(x) dw, (2.1) 
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with differential generator A = Ci a,(x) a/8xi + f ri,j aij(x) a2/sxi 8~~. 
where a(x) = {aij(x)} = a(,~) a’(x). Define the truncated process .u”‘v(.) by 
pv = H’(nc, YqN) f~~(Y*~v), where IJ~(x) = 1 for ],Y/ < N and equals zero for 
1x1 > N + 1. Let A’v be the differential generator of a diffusion process x,“(.) 
with coefficients us”(.), #(.) equal to a(.). and a(.) in (x: ]s/ <NJ. If 161, 
{y-~(.)) + XV(.) weakly for each N, then (x’(.)} -+,u(.) weakly. The trun- 
cation is used because it is easier to work with bounded processes in the 
proof of the background theorem. It is a technical device, not an assumption 
on the original problem data. Next. we define some terms and then state the 
basic background theorem which is to be applied in the sequel. b,v(.) is 
assumed to be continuously differentiable. 
Let e0 denote the space of real valued continuous functions on R’ with 
compact support and @R” the subspace of functions in ‘go whose mixed a 
partial t-derivatives and /I partial -v-derivatives are continuous. Let (.Y; } be a 
non-decreasing sequence of u-algebras with .r; measuring ( nf(s), s < t}. Let 
3’ denote the class of real valued (progressively) measured (w, I) functions 
such that if g(.) E P’, then supr E ( g(t)1 < co, E / g(r + 6) - g(t)1 + 0 as 6 1 0. 
and g(r) depends only on (n’(s).s < f). Let E; denote expectation 
conditioned on FT.. We say p-lim 6+0fb(.) = 0 if suph ;o.rz_o E lf”Wl < 03 
and for each r. E ]fb(t)] + 0 as 6 + 0. Define the operator A’ with domain 
Y(a’) as follows: g E Q(A’) and a’,(.) = q(.) iff g(.) and q(.) are in.Fand 
plimsdO[(E,g(. + 6) -g(.))/6 - q(.)] = 0. So. AC is a type of infinitesimal 
operator. The following theorem is a special case of that in ]6 ]. A more 
complicated form was used in 141. 
THEOREM 1. Let (2.1) have a unique solution in the sense that an?’ two 
solutions induce the same measure on the usual space of continuous 
functions. Fix N. For each f (.) E @” = 9, let there be a sequence 
(f’,“(.)} E _P such that 
piinn Ij--‘(. ) -f(P”(. ). . )I = 0. 
P-FIJ laefEq.) - (A-” + a/at)f(x~+y(*), .)I = 0.
Then, if (x’*.“(.)} is tight for each N, {x’(e)} contlerges weakly to x(.) as 
E + 0. 
Note. Tightness is often not hard to prove. For our case the method of 
[7] as adepted in (61 can easily be used. The {f’*,‘(o)} are found by essen- 
tially the same method as that used in 14-71. We use the form f’“‘(t) = 
f vW, 0 + cf=,,, ,f;W, where the f r*“(e) will be defined in the 
following sections. Henceforth, in order to minimize notation and detail, the 
N and b, will be dropped, and where needed we simply assume that the 
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processes xc(.) are bounded (as they are because we work with the trun 
cation Y,.‘(. )). 
III. PHASE LOCKED LOOPS WITH A LIMITER 
The system is described in Fig. 1. First (Section 111.1) we work with the 
smooth approximation g,(m) to the ideal limiter g(.) (see Fig. la). We get the 
diffusion process limit x(.) of the sequence (x’(.)} = (v’(.), e’(.)} as E + 0, 
then a + 0. The derivative of g,(.) is assumed bounded by some K/a and the 
filter in Fig. 1 is simply the state variable representation of an arbitrary low 
pass filter. In Section 111.2, we work with the hard limiter g(a) of Fig. lb 
directly. The limit diffusion is the same in both cases, and we develop the 
result for both cases in order to illustrate the robustness of the performance 
of the system of Fig. 1 to mild changes in the non-linearity. This robustness 
is clearly necessary for a practical system. 
In analyses of PLL’s (even without limiters) it is usually supposed that the 
input noise is wide-band [9] and the limits sought (explicitly or implicitly) as 
the BW --+ co. It is possible for both A, and 13’ to depend on time, and the 
signal might then consist of the variations in B’ or A,. But for our 
calculations in this section, A, is held fixed and p(e) = 19(.), a differentiable 
function. If a more general 19(a) were used (say a right-continuous Markov 
process), then the inlinitesimal operator of that process would play the role 
that the differential operator plays in the sequel. The result is the same. We 
are interested in the problem for large input noise and signal BW, say of the 
order 0(1/q:), where q, + 0 as E + 0. Thus the center frequency wi must 
tend to co as E + 0. We use 08 = w~/E’, c/q, + 0 as E -+ 0, so that the center 
frequency is large relative to the bandwidth, as in practical systems. This 
scaling is appropriate for the problem and consistent with heuristic methods 
for analyzing such systems. The gain L, = L/q, is needed, either before or 
just after the filter, because otherwise the input to the VCO’ will go to zero 
as E + 0 owing to the effects of the wide-band input noise [4]. 
We next describe the noise model. The noise model is a standard one for 
band limited noise and is suitably scaled for our method. We suppose that 
the noise is Gaussian, although this is not always necessary and the 
modification of the result for the result for non-Gaussian noise will be stated 
when available. Let zi(.), i = 1, 2, denote independent real-valued stationary 
continuous Gaussian processes with unit variance and a correlation function 
p( .) which decreases to zero at an exponential rate. Let 4i, i = 1, 2 be 
random variables, uniformly distributed on [0, 27~1 and such that 
’ The VCO (voltage controlled oscillator) is an oscillator whose frequency deviation from a 
“central” frequency is proportional to the input signal. 
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(L[(.), #i, i = 1,2) are mutually independent. Write z:(t) = z,(r/qz) and define 
the noise 
n’(t) = [z;(t) cos(w;t + 4,) + z;(t) sin(o;t + &)I o/q,. (3.1) 
If 25’(w) is the sectral density of zi(), then the spectral density of n’(.) is 
S(qz(w - 0:)) + S(qf(w + wi)). The choice of w,,, E, q, in any particular 
problem is determined by the problem data and will be commented on below. 
For simplicity we set L = K, = 1. Their values can be incorporated into C 
(see Fig. I). 
We now make some simplifications. First, we note that the center noise 
frequency w; can be changed to any wt such that q,’ (w; - 05 I-+ 0 as E + 0, 
without altering the results. Next, we drop the #i from (3.1) for notational 
simplicity. This does not alter the results. Also, for notational simplicity we 
specialize the noise to the following Gauss-Markov case. zi(t) = C,Zi(t), 
dZ, = A,Zi dt + B, dw, where w(.) is a standard Wiener process and the 
roots of A, are in the open left-hand plane. EF denotes conditioning on 
(Z’(s), s’< t), where Z(t) = (Z,(t), Z,(t)} and ZE(t) = Z(f/qf). 
Assuming (for the moment) that the multiplier device does nothing but 
multiply, its output is 
(a/2q,)[zi(t)(cos k + cos(2w’,t + 19)) + z;(t)(sin(-&) 
+ sin(2wEt + I!?)] + (A,/2)[sin(8’ - @) + sin(8’ + & + 2w;t)]. (3.2) 
In analyzing systems with practical rather than with ideal multipliers, it is 
common practice to assume that the multiplier has a “low pass filter” incor- 
porated within it, and to drop the terms in (3.2) containing 2w;t. We make 
this assumption also. 
We want to retain a structure which allows the signal BW to be O(l/qf). 
In fact, a filter would often be used before the multiplier to limit the input 
noise BW to that of the signal. Thus, for the moment, suppose that there is a 
filter in the multiplier with cutoff fr;equency 0( l/qf) < 2~:. In the theoretical 
analysis (see Section II), the true 8’, ti’ are actually multiplied by bN(.) and 
limits taken as N+ co, then E + 0. Thus, in the analysis, the derivatives are 
bounded uniformly in E, for each N. This fact can be used to show that the 
terms in (3.2) containing 2~4 t have no effect in the limit. But it is easier to 
simply make the assumption in the sentence below (3.2). All other filtering 
actions are incorporated explicitly into the filter box in Fig. 1. 
The input level A, can either be constant or time varying. We suppose for 
convenience that it is constant, and note the following for the time varying 
case. Let A,(e) denote a bounded process with mean EA,(r) =A,. (If the 
mean value x,-, is periodic rather than a constant, use the arithmetic mean 
over the period instead of the mean value.) Suppose that the input 
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modulation has the form A,(r) = A ,(t/qf) (bandwidth 0( l/q:). Then, loosely 
speaking. if A,(.) is sufficiently strongly mixing.’ the limit results are the 
same as for the constant A,, case, but where i. replaces A,, in the limit 
formulas. The calculations required for the proof use a combination of the 
ideas of this section and of Section VI. where we consider the effect of 
variations in A,(.) on the errors in carrier frequency tracking, when a 
“squaring loop” is used. 
The main result is the following. As t‘ + 0. (z*‘(. ). et(.)} converges weakly 
to the diffusion process L’(.), &.) given by 
dc = 
,T 
Dr? + 5 H I’ lr sin(B - 4) 
u 1 dt + Ha,, dB. 
de = Ctl dt. 4 given, 
where B( .) is a standard Wiener process and 
(3.3) 
1, 
‘Ii I4 -1” [pizi(u) > O* zi(0) > O} - P(Z;(U) < O-Z;(O) > O} ] dU 
=L .% 
( sin’p(u) du. 
7K .” 
(3.4) 
where p(.) is the normalized (such that p(O) = 1) correlation function of 
zi(. ). If p(t) = exp - a 1 t1. a > 0, then the integral can be evaluated and 
8: = 2 In 2/a 14. Section 6 1. 
For the system without a limiter (and L/q, = L, replaced by a unity gain), 




de = CL’ dt. (3.5) 
where uf = (u’/2) jr p(u) du. 
Note the “l/u” effect in (3.3). For small u, the system with the limiter is 
preferable to the system without the limiter. The result (3.5) remains true for 
non-Gaussian noise. The l/a effect has been demonstrated by simulations on 
systems similar to those of this section. These simulations suggest that the 
limit results are often “worst case,” . m that, for small E > 0, the actual system 
often performs better than indicated by the limit results. In particular, if the 
limit results indicate that the limiter improves the operation, then the perfor- 
mance might be even better with the actual system, if the effective value of E 
* That is, the conditional distribution of A ,(t), A,(t + s) given (A,(u) u < O} converge fast 
enough to the unconditional distributions as t, t + s + co. 
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is small. An equation of the form of (3.3) can also be obtained for non- 
Gaussian process, under suitable conditions on the Zi(*). Then ui will be 
given by the top line of (3.4), but the m in (3.3) will be replaced by a 
different constant. 
Comment on the choice of oO. E, q,, a, o in a particular practical problem. 
For the limit results (3.3) with p(t) = exp = a It], both CJ and a are needed. 
Even without knowledge of these values, (3.3) gives the primary qualitative 
properties. Also, since the gain L, = l/q, was used, it was implicitly assumed 
that q, was known. This is not necessarry. We can estimate a/q:, a’/qf and 
o’/2a from the data (from the normalized correlation function, the variance, 
and the power density at center frequency). Let L, = (\/6/q,) (&a) = 
G/q,, a quantity which can be estimated. Then the l/a and u0 of (3.3) are 
replaced by fi/u and fi In 2 resp. Thus, prior knowledge of q, u or a is not 
needed. This is the case for all the problems which we have examined. For 
the case where the zi(.) are Gaussian but with correlation function p(.) going 
to zero exponentially, the 2 In 2/a is replaced by (4/n) 1: sin ’ p(t) dt [4, 
Section 61. The spectral density of the noise (near the center frequency) after 
the limiter is approximately qt(4/n) 12 sin -’ p(t) dt, a quantity which can be 
estimated. If we let L, be proportional to the inverse of the square root of 
this quantity, the “l/u effect” noted in (3.3) is maintained. 
111.1. The Smooth Limiter g,(.) 
Now. we restrict attention to use of the smooth limiter g,(.) and get the 
limits as F+O and a-0. When E -0, CY -+ 0 is stated, we mean that both u 
and E -+ 0, but in such a way that q,/a < Kqf for some /I > 0. This condition 
can be weakened. Dropping the 20; t components of (3.2), the input to the 
filter is u’,(t, 8’(t), e(r)). where 
u:,(t, de. e) = +g, 
e I $ (4(0 c 
cos 19 - z:(r) sin B’) + + sin(0 - &) 
I 
and 
ti’ = Du’ + HEu:, + H(u:, - Eu;), 
(% = CL!‘. 
where the expectation E is over the z;(t) only and 
Eu;(t, @, 19) = sin(8 - BE) + O(a) + O(q,). 
Now, Theorem 1 will be applied. Given the test function f(e) E Y. we 
must find a sequence of perturbed test functions {f’(e)} satisfying the 
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conditions of Theorem 1. (Recall, we drop N and b, in our calculations. for 
notational convenience.) The averaging method and the technique of proof is 
the same as that used in [4] and [ 6 ] and very close to that in [8]. Where the 
details overlap those in [4] or ]6] only a sketch will be given. For givenf’(. ). 
we use f’ of the form noted below Theorem 1. 
For f(.) E 9 (write x’ = x’(t)), we start by applying A^’ tof(x’(.). .). In 
this case the a’ operation is merely a right derivative 
&-(xE, t) =jp. t) +fd(x’. t) CL!’ 
+f,,‘(x’, t)[Du’ + H(Eu’,(t, k. s(t)) +H(u:(f, 8’  e(f)) 
- E(u’,@, e^c, W)))]. (3.6) 
Only the “noise term,“f,((Y, t) H(u; -CA;), of (3.6) needs to be averaged 
out. The other terms are part of or close to components of (;ilaf + A)f(x’. f), 
where A is the operator of (3.3). Define the first perturbation 
f;(t) =f,(x’(t), t), where 
.KJ 
fi’(xf, f) = 1” dLyf,.‘(x’. f + s) H[u’(r + s, f+(f), B(f)) 
- Eu;(f + s. 8’(f). B(f))]. (3.7) 
Note that the infegrand at s = 0 is just the “noise” term of (3.6). In all 
expressions of the type Euz(t + s. p(f), 6(t)) (or with E; replacing E), fhe 
expectafion is ouer the zf(t + s) only, nor over B’(t) or x’(t). Via the change 
of variables s/q: + s, (3.7) can be written as 
q,2 [‘(L dsE;f,:(x’, t + 4:s) H[u:(f + q:s, p(f), o(f)) 
.O 
- Eu:(f + qfs, 8’(f), s(f))] 
which is bounded in absolute value by 
0(9,)[ 1 + I -wd)l I. (3.8) 
(See [lo] for related calculation; here we use a different noise model than in 
[lo], and a multiplier rather than an adder. These require somewhat different 
details and yield results which are not directly deducible from the results of 
[lo].) It can be checked that f{(.) E GZ(a’) and that (write x’(f) =x; the 
term denoted simply by the bracket { } is the integrand in (3.7), and the 
subscript 8, 8 and u still denote the partial derivatives or gradient) 
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a-Iv> = -LC(x’. t) H(fc(t, k, e(t)) - Eu’,(t, I+, e(t))) 
+ Jorn dsEF{ 1s d’(t) + Iv; dsE;( le d(t) 
-0 
+ 1’ dsEF{ )[. F(t). (3.9) 
-0 
The first term of (3.9) is the negative of the “noise term” of (3.6). 
Now, examine the second term of (3.9), which we write in greater detail as 
(see below (3.10) for the definitions of the new terms) 
$1, dfl&( Y, t + s) H(E; g,[t + s] - Eg,[t + s], W(t) 
6 0 
+ + I;=’ dsfL,((x’, t + s) H(E; &[t + s] ~‘(t, t + s) 
c . 
- E&[t + s] Y’(f? t + s)} co;, (3.10) 
where g,(u) = (ag,/&)(u) and ~‘(t, t + S) = {-(o/2q,)(Y;(&(t), z’(t + s)) - 
(A,/2) cos(8(t) - BE(f))}. In (3.10) we used the definition 
[t + s] E (a/2q,) Y;(B’(t), z’(t + s)) + (A,/2) sin(&t) - P(t)) 
for the argument of g,(.), and the Y;(.) are defined by 
Yf(&, z’(t + s)) = [z;(t + s) sin t+ + z;(t + S) cos 8’1, 
Y;(eC, z’(t + s)) = [z;(t + s) cos & - zf(t + s) sin 8’1. (3.11) 
The second term of (3.10) occurs since g, [t + s] depends on d’(t). Now note 
the important fact that for each fixed t, the processes Y;(&t), z’(t + .)) and 
Y;(o(t), z’(t + .)) are independent. This property, which will be used 
frequently, is due to the Gaussian assumption on the zi(.). Without it the 
co dB in (3.3) would be replaced by a more complicated expression. 
The first term in (3.10) can be shown to satisfy (3.8), and so does the 
component of the second term which is linear in A, if (3.8) is divided by CL 
By the independence cited in the last paragraph, the expectation term, 
Eg,[t + s] Yq(B’(f), z’(t + s)), in the second component of (3.10) is zero, and 
the conditional expectation there equals 
-~E;~,[t+s]E:Y;(B’(t),z’(t +s)) 
c 
= - $E: &It + ~1 dslq:) Y;@(t), z’(t)). 
c 
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From this. some manipulations using the change of variable s/q,? + s and the 
facts that (g,(u)1 < K/a and that g,(u) = 0 for / ~(1 > u yield that the 
remaining component of (3.10) is bounded by (3.8). The third term of (3.9) 
can be treated in the same way as the second was treated and with the same 
result. 
Thusp-lim,_,~,+,[2nd + 3rd term of (3.9)1 = 0. 
Only the last term of (3.9) remains. The part of the term which contains 
the H(u’ - Eu’) component of d’. must be averaged further. We denote this 
component by k’ and write it in the form 
k’(t, f?(f)) = $j’- dsHlf;.,.(x’(f). f + s) H 
c 0 
X (E;g,[f+sl-Eg,[f+sltIg,[f]-Eg,[f]t. (3.12) 
where [t], [t + s] are defined below (3.10). This term is not negligible and 
must be averaged further. Define the second perturbationf$(t) =f;(x’(t), t), 
where 
f;(x’, f) = I’= dr[E;k’(t + 7, &) - Ek’(t + T, &)I. 
-0 
(3.13) 
It can be shown that if;(t)1 = O(qf)[ I + lZ’(r)l* 1. that f;(.) E U(AE) and 
that 
a’f;(f) = -(3.12) + Ek’(f. 8’(t)) + (terms whosep-lim is zero). (3.14) 
The last term on the right side is [ 1 + IZ’(f)l’] O(q,/a). 
The middle term of (3.14) minus H’f,,,.(x’(f), Ha:/2 tends to zero in the p- 
lim sense as E + 0, a -+ 0. This last result follows by the same sort of 
argument as that used in (4, Section 61. 
Summarizing the above calculations and using the f’(e) =f(x’(.), .) + 
ft(+) +fS(.) yields that the two required limits of Theorem 1 hold, where A 
is the operator of (3.3); i.e., 
P-lj2 [AYY- ($sa)f(xY.+o. 
r-0 
0; [j-f(.)] = 0, i= 1,2. 
c-0 
By [6, Theorem 21, tightness of (x’(a) 1 follows from the given bounds on 
f;(.) and on A’J’(.). Thus, the (x’(.)} converge weakly to the solution of 
(3.3) as e + 0, a + 0. 
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111.2. The System with the Limiter of Fig. lb 
Now, the g,(.) of III. 1 is replaced by sign(.) = g(=) and u’, is replaced by 
u’, where 




cos 19 - z;(t) sin I!!?) + + sin(8 - Bz) 
I 
and (3.6) holds (u’ used). Also, Eu’(t, &, 0) = ~(A,/(T) sin(6 - 0’) + 
O(q,). The function ft(.) is still defined by (3.7) (u’ used) and (3.8) still 
holds. Note that the distribution of (write 8’ = d’(t), 0 = e(t))[zq(t + s) cos 
B - z;(t + s) sin & + (q,AO/a) sin(O- &)] conditioned on data up to time t 
is N(mean’(s), var’(s)), where N(a, j3) is the normal distribution with mean a 
and variance /? and 
mean’(s) = Nd)W4 cos B’ -z;(t) sin B’) + (A,q,/a) sin(B - 8’), 
var’(s) = 1 - p’(s/qz). 
It is convenient to write f;(a) in the more explicit form (3.15) (with 
obvious notation), f i(t) =f ;(t, R(t), p(t)), where f ;(t, &, 6) is defined by 
f;(t, &, 0) = -!-Jyfl!(x’, t + s) H lj’: (sign <) dWmanf(s), vaf(s)) 
- fz (sign 6) dN r+ sin@ - de), 1)) [ ds. (3.15) 
. --s 
It can be shown thatfT(.) E O(P~‘) and that A’f;(.) is given by (3.16), 
Al’f;(t) = -fL,:(qt), t) fz(d(t, P(t). e(t)) - w(t, k(t), e(t))) 
+ +j.’ (E:( t)d d&(t) + $j.= (Cl t)o ds&t) 
c 0 c 0 
+ $j.x’ (E;{ });, dsti’(t), 
t 0 
(3.16) 
where ( t is the integrand in (3.7) with uz replaced by u’. When calculating 
the derivatives in (3.16), we use the explicit representation (3.15), SO on14 
derivatives with respect to parameters in the normal density function are 
taken. No derivatives of the sign function are taken. Proceeding as in the 
preceding subsection, the first two integrals on the right side of (3.16) are 
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bounded by (3.8). Modulo a term which satisfies (3.8). the last term of 
(3.16) is 
+j; dsH’&(x’(f 1. f + s) H(E; sign ] t + s ] 
-E sign[r + s])(sign[t] -E sign[r]), 
where [t]. ]t + s] are defined below (3.10). 
The rest of the development is exactly as in Section 111.1, except that, 
when taking derivatives in the calculation of a’f;(.), the explicit form of the 
expectation and conditional expectation are used, analogous to what was 
done withf;(.), and the bound below (3.14) is replaced by 
The limit is still (3.3). 
O(q,)ll + I-m~)13). (3.17) 
IV. THE QLJADRICORRELATOR WITHOUT A LIMITER 
The system and some of the notation is given by Fig. 2. As in Section III, 
the equations defining the linear filters are merely state variable represen- 
tations of low pass filters. The noise model nE(.) of Section III is used here 
and in the next section. Let the initial frequency error wi -w; = Aw not 
depend on E, and set m; = o,/E’, w; =w,JE’ and K, = 1 (absorb it into 
A,, a). For the upper filter, let C, H, = 0. This is necessary to guarantee that 
the limit of the input (as E + 0) to the differentiator is differentiable. This 
restriction is normally satisfied in practical systems. Now the system state is 
?c’ = (t$ , ~1;. &). As in Section II, the noise center frequency need not be cur,, 
provided that (noise enter frequency minus 0;). qz + 0 as E + 0. The 
purpose of the system [3] is the estimation of and tracking of the (possibly 
time varying) input frequency. Unlike the phase locked loop, the input to the 
VCO depends on a frequency as well as a phase error. See the heuristic 
comments in [3], which are repeated below (4.1). We use the assumptions on 
A, and 8 of the previous section. 
The analysis is very similar to that of Section III, and only a few details 
will be given. The sequence (xE(.)} converges weakly to x(a) = (u,(e), L’?(.), 
6( + )), where 
do,=D,r,d!+$--H,sin(Awt+B-8)dl+2H,dB,, 
\/r 
dv, = L&V, dt + $-H, COS(hf + 8 - 0) dt + (T2 H, dB,, 
\/z 
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nhase shifter 
FIG. 2. The quadricorrelator without limiters 
where the BJ.) are independent Wiener processes. The independence of the 
Bi(.) is a consequence of the orthogonality of the zi(.). It does not depend on 
the Gaussian assumption on the zi(.) (as a similar independence assertion 
does for the case of the next section). 
Remark. Assume, purely formally, that the filters are such that for some 
positive ai their outputs are roughly y;(t) z a0 sin(Aot + 6 - &) + m;(f), 
m;(.) being some differentiable noise, and y;(t) z a, cos(Aot + 8 - 8’) + 
m;(t):@(.) being some noise process. Then the VCO input is zaOa,(A~ + 
(19 - f?)) cos*(Awt + 8 - 8’) + noise terms. Thus the VCO action depends 
on the frequency offset do as well as on the phase estimation error. 
Continuing with the development, define 





where we define 
ut*‘(r, t + s, &) = z;(t + s) cos(Awt - r?) + z;(t + S) sin(Awt - &), 
uS*‘(t, t + s, 8) = -z;(t + s) sin(Aot - &) + z;(f + s) cos(Aot - 8’). 
409.86 ? I.( 
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Proceeding as in Section III, following the argument below (3.2). and 
dropping the terms dropped there. the inputs to the linear filters at time t are 
uf(t, t, p(t), e(t)), i = 1, 2. Then 
i’ = D, c; + H, u;(t, t. B’(t). 19(t)) 
= D2 c’L + Hzu;(t. t. B’(t), e(t)) 
zz LF~D’ C’ C cc I I I ??’ 
Forf(*) E Ir (write xc = Y(t)) 
Ay-(xC, I) =fr(xC, t) +f,,,(x’, I) ti; +f,,yx’. t) ti; +fh(x’, t) BY (4.3) 
Only the components 
(0/2q,)[./Jx’, t) H, uyO(t, t, @) +f:.,(x’. t) H2f4;~o(tr , ec)] (4.4) 
of (4.3) need to be averaged out; the other components of (4.3) are part of 
(d/at + A)f(x’, t), where A is the operator of the process defined by (4. I). 
The functionff(t) =ff(x’(t). t) is defined in the usual way, namely. 
“f;w, t) = e.11 ds .qf,l,(x’, t + s) H, uyO(r, t + s, B’) 
c 0 
+f,C,(x’. t + s) H$4;*“(t. t + s, f?)}. (4.5) 
The bound (3.8) onf;(-) holds,f:(.) E !G’(A’) and 
ay;(xt t) = -(4.4) + k6(xf. t), 
where k’(Y. t) is now defined to be (f;..,(s’. t))’ i’ and equals 
(4.6) 
k’(.P. t) = $ (j 
F 0 
)Hy&‘. t + s) H,E;u;.“(t, t + s. R) t4f~O(f. t. IP) 
+ H;fi,,&f. t + s) HzE;uyO(t, t + s. &) uy”(t. t, &) 
+ H;f,.,,,(x’, t + s) H, E;uy”(t, t + s. &) u;.“(t, t. &) 
+ H;f,.Jx’. t + s) HpF;uyO(t, t + s. Be) uyO(t. t. P)’ ds 
\ 
+ terms bounded by (3.8). (4.7) 
For each t and Y, u;.‘(t, t + ., &) is independent of u;-“(t, t + ., &) and 
the expectation of the second and third components of the integral (4.7) are 
zero. Actually only orthogonality and not independence is required here. 
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Defining f;(.) by (3.13), we can show that f;(s) is bounded by the bound 
given for (3.13) and thatf’,(.) E G?@‘) and that (writing xE =x’(t)) 
a’ft(t) = -(k’(x’, t) - Ekt(xt, I)) + terms bounded by (3.17). 
Changing variables s/q: + s in (4.7) and evaluating Ek’(Y, t) yields 
+ H;f,.,,,(x’(-), .) Hz) I’x P(S) ds = 0. 
-0 1 (4.8) 
Combining (4.8) with (4.3) and (4.6) yields 
p-~+y[Alf’(.) - (A + a/lat)f(X(‘). .)] = 0. 
where A is the operator of the process defined by (4.1). The bounds obtained 
on the a’f;(x’, I) and on thef;(.) imply tightness via [6, Theorem 21. Thus, 
x’(.) converges weakly to the solution of (4.1). 
V. QUADRICORRELATOR WITH LIMITERS 
The system, described by Fig. 3, differs from the system of the previous 
section only in the inclusion of the limiters and normalizing gains Li/q,. 
Those gains are required here, either before or after the low pass filters, for 
the same reason that they were used in Section III. Following the method of 
the previous section, the inputs to the low pass filters are the signs of the u; 
of (4.2) times LJq,. Equation (4.3) holds, and its component rf= ,fL,‘,(xc. t) 
Hi sign(u;(f, f, &, B(f)) L,/q, must be averaged out. Hence, as usual, we 
define the first perturbation f;(t) =f;(x’(f), f), where 
ds ’ j-J- ‘cc, f + s) H,[E: sign(u;(f, f + s. &, e(f))) 
-E sign(u;(f, f + s, e^c, O(f)))]. (5.1) 
Due to the non-differentiability of the sign function, an explicit integral 
representation of (5.1) of the form (3.15) is used when calculating k”f;(.). 
By a combination of the ideas of Sections III.2 and IV, we can show that 
(x’(.)} converges weakly to the diffusion x(.) = (P,(.), L’?(.), 8(.)), 
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Filter 
FIG. 3. Quadricorrelator with a limiter in each arm. 
H2AoL i2 v?Icos(Awt+B-@ dt+L,H,o,dBz, 
a 
dd=v;D;C;Czv2dt, (5.2) 
where B,(e) are independent standard Brownian motions and a, is defined by 
(3.4). Note the “l/a effect” in (5.2). The B,(m) are independent owing to the 
Gaussian assumption, because of which the uf”(t, t + ‘, f?). i = 1, 2, are 
independent for each t, &. This. in turn, is due to the 7c/2 phase shifter. 
VI. THE SQUARING LOOP 
In this section, we do an asymptotic analysis of the system of Fig. 4. 
whose purpose is to “track the carrier frequency” irrespective of the input 
modulation process RI,(.). We will study the effects of the m,(.) on the 
estimation error process (@(.) - &(a)) f or small noise, and, eventually, do a 
linearization analysis. For notational convenience, scale such that K2 = 1. In 
a sense. the procedure below is an attempt to rigorize the heuristic analysis 
of Gardner [3, Appendix B]. The limit equations are given in (6.14) (6.15). 
For specificity, let the transmitted signal be pulse phase shift or amplitude 
modulated in the following way. We will scale the problem so that a 
meaningful result can be obtained for small pulse widths and small noise. Let 
p( . ) denote a realizable transfer function, continuous for t > 0 and right 
continuous at 0, and set p,(t) =p(t/qz), where c/q, + 0 as E -+ 0. Let (ak} be 
a sequence of bounded zero mean independent random variables with unit 
variance, and set m,(t) = Cy! -a, a,p,(t - /CT,), where T, = Tqf denotes the 
width of the pulse interval. T being some given constant. Suppose that there 
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FIG. 4. The squaring loop. 
is a bounded non-increasing function p(.) such that ]~(t)] <j!(t) and 
J’F dt j-7 du p(u) < co. The general technique of this section can be used with 
a greater variety of modulation types, and the independence of (uk} can be 
weakened. The input noise 2(.) has the form 
n-‘(t) = [z;(t) cos o;t + z;(t) sin wit] u. 
where z;(.) and Z;( . ) are defined in Section III, and 0’0 = w,,/E*. 
In this section, the analysis is done for small noise, as essentially assumed 
in [3, Appendix B], so we do not divide C(a) by 4,. Suppose that 
& = O(q,), and that the zi(.) are independent of {ak}. 
The scaling is of the correct order for a meaningful problem. The signal 
and noise BW’s are both O(q;*). The sequence {ok) is the transmitted signal 
sequence and the p,( . ) yields the transmission channel behavior (“inter- 
symbol interference”). The “memory” in the “symbol interference” system is 
roughly the same number of pulse intervals, irrespective of E. Also, for small 
E, the average noise energy per pulse interval is of the same order as the 
signal energy in that interval. With an inappropriate scaling, the problem 
would degenerate, as E + 0, to one in which detection was either perfect or 
purely random. In our case, E[C2 n’(s) ds]’ = O(Ts) and J’ic [signal(s) + 
Z(s)] ds - N[O(T,), O(rf)]. So the detection problem does not degenerate as 
E --) 0. 
Since we wish to work with small errors and to eventually do a valid 
linearization, let P(O) - f?‘(O) = O(q,). This will guarantee that &9’(t) E 
C?(t) - k(t) = O(q,) for any finite t. If we wish to assume s@(O) = O(qz) for 
some a E (0, l), then a different scaling would be used in the sequel, but this 
point will not be pursued. 
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The circuit of Fig. 4 was investigated by Gardner 13. Appendix 9. and 
elsewhere], using good engineering intuition. but without the benefit of the 
asymptotic theory, and required some ad-hoc assumptions (e.g., holding the 
state variable p(t) fixed throughout, and using “approximate” spectral 
methods on a non-linear problem). Any verification of that technique and 
result must (apparantly) deal with an “asymptotic situation” scaled essen 
tially as above. 
The analysis is started in a conventional way, by making certain 
expansions and dropping some of the terms. This procedure, commented on 
below. can be rigorized at the expense of additional detail and notation. 
First, square the input, expand the products of the obtained trigonometric 
functions in the usual way in terms of the sums of sines and cosines of the 
sums and difference of the angles. Drop the terms whose sin or cos factor 
does not contain a 201:. We suppose that the squarer contains a linear high 
pass filter which does this. Since the BW of the dropped terms and tne BW 
about 20.1; of the retained terms is O(q;‘), there is no problem in explicitly 
introducing such a filter, but it unnecessarily complicates the notation. Next, 
having dropped the cited terms, multiply the remainder by the VCO output 
sin 2(w;t + 8’(t)), expand the products of the trigonometric functions as 
above, but now drop the terms whose sine or cosine factor contains an wi in 
the argument. We suppose. as in previous sections, that the multiplier 
contains a low pass filter which does this. In fact. such an assumption is not 
necessary, and if the dropped terms were carried through the analysis, they 
would not affect the limit. But, for notational convenience, it is helpful to 
drop them at this point. Denote the resulting term, the multiplier output, by 
u’(t) = u’(t, t?(t). B’(t)). where 
uyt, ec, St) = + mf(t) sin 2(6’ - &) 
f- K:” m,(t)[-z;(t) sin(B - 2@) + z:(t) cos(8’ - 28c)] 
L 
+; [((z;(t))2 - (z;(t))2 ) sin 2& + Zz;(t) z;(f) cos 28 ]. (6.1) 
Define ?r; = (@ - @)/q,, -u; = UE/q, . Then 
i; = Dx; + H 
-Kfmf(t) sin 2(/Y - 4’) 
4 4, I 
+ T -$@- [-z;(t) sin(8’ - 28’) + z;(t) cos(8’ - 2&)] (6.2a) 
t 
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Hu* ((zt(# - W))‘) 
+ 4 [ 
sin 2p + 2zf(O z;w cos 28’ 
4, 4, 1 
=Dx;+H 




- u;p, B’, BE) m,(t) + - 
4% 
tqt, e’, &) (6.2b) 
i; = k/q, - cx; ) (6.2~) 
ruhere (6.2) defines the of(.). Owing to the normalization, we require that 
&(.)/q, converge to a right continuous function &a) (with left-hand limits) 
as E + 0, or else we deal with a subsequence which does convergence. We 
assumed 8’ = O(q,) in order to be able to do the linearization analysis 
below. For such a linearization to be valid, we must have t!P(.) --) 0 as E -+ 0. 
If the rate is slower than O(q,), the effect of the 8’(a) variations on the 
tracking errors increases to co relative to the effects of the m,(.) and n-‘(.). 
Our scaling is the unique one for which the noise and (P(m) effects are 
commensurate, for small E > 0. 
Define 
We now follow a procedure very similar to those of the previous sections, 
again omitting most details. The main differences being due to the periodicity 
of Emf(s) and of (6.9), which forces us to use an additional averaging. We 
have sin 2(8’ - &)/q, = 2x; + x;O(l8’ - &I). Owing to the assumption on 
the initial conditions, if the O(.) above were carried through the analysis, it 
would contribute nothing to the limit. For convenience in the analysis here, it 
is dropped henceforth and we replace sin 2(@ - t?)/q, in (6.2) by 2x;. This 
must be kept in mind in the manipulations below. We use the form f ‘(t) = 
f(x’, t) + CiZof;(t) for the perturbed test function. 
As usual for f(. ) E G’ (write x’ = x’(t)), 
ayyxc, t) =fi(xC, I) +f$(x’, t) i; +f:,(x’, t) -e* (6.3) 
Again, the components of (6.3) containing the processes m,(.) or z’(.) must 
be averaged out. The first term which we will average out is f!+(x’, t) 
H[-K:mt(t) x72]. For this, we use the test function perturbation f:(t) = 
f;(x’(t), t), where we define 
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By the assumptions on p(.) and on (a,}, IE:mf(t + qfs) - CT, p’(t/qi + 
s - kT)I = 6’(t3 s) -+ 0 as s --$ KI and is integrable in s, uniformly in t, E. Since 
the above sum is periodic with period T, we center mf(‘) about the arithmetic 
mean ui in (6.4). The integral in (6.4) is O(qf). E; denotes conditioning on 
the data up to time 1. 
We havefg(.)E CY(a’) and it can readily be shown that 
ay;(Y, f) = - (K:.u;/2)fl’,(x’. f) H(m,?(r) - u;, + O(q,). 
Thus. the mf(.) term in (6.2) contributes only its mean value to the limit 
equation. See (6.14) for the summarizing calculation. 
Next, we average out the “remaining” noise terms in (6.3). This requires 
(as usual) f T(x’(f), f) =f F(f). where 
As usual, the “remaining” noise term in (6.3) is just the sum of the 
integrands in (6.5), evaluated at s = 0. By using the change of variable 
s/qj + s, we can show thatf;(t) is bounded by O(q,)[ 1 + ~Z’(f)~‘]. 
Proceeding as usual, we next get that 
a’f;(Y. t) = -(integrand of (6.5) evaluated at s = 0) 
+ (terms whosep-v: is zero) + Q’(Y, P(f). f), (6.6) 
where 
QW, W), f) = (f;,.&‘, f))’ (last two terms on right side 
of(6.2a)). (6.7) 
The second term on the right side of (6.6) is bounded by O(q,)[ 1 + IZ’(f)(“j. 
Actually, Q’(x’, F(f), t) is just (6.5) withf;, replaced byf,,,, and multiplied 
on the right by the last two terms on the right side of (6.2a). 
Using the mutual independence of the (rt(.), i = 1, 2, m,(.)} processes 
together with the fact that the z;(.) have mean zero and are Gaussian and 
that sin’ u + cos’ u 3 1, we get that 
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K;a2 -O” 
EQ’(x’, t?‘(t), t) = z 
J 44, 0 
~‘f,,,,(X’~ t + s) fwlqf) Em,0 + s) m,(t) ds 




Em,(t + s) m,(t) = =K- 
kYOO 
p,(t + s - kT,)p,(t - kT,). (6.9 
The expression (6.9) is periodic in t (period r,). Because of this 
periodicity, an arithmetic average of (6.9) is used in defining the centering 
term for f;(.). 
Let us write 
Em&t + r + s) m,(t + r) dr = V(s/q,z) 
1 .r = 
=---- 
T. ) yP 
sir-kT dr 
0 kzttm t 
1 .r cc 
=- 
T! o ,:;, p (-+kT 
p(r-kT)dr. 
t 
Now, define f;(.) by f;(t) =f;(x’(t), t), where 
f;(xE, t) = s.i” dr!j: dsH’J,,,,(x’, t + r + s) 
z 0 
x H{Ef[uf(t + r + s) c;(t + 5) m,(t + 5 + s) m,(t + r)] 
- dslqf 1 ~w?,z) 1 
+ $$ (c)j; drj; ds~‘L,,,(x’, t + r + s) 
X HE; [uF(t + r + s) m,(t + 5 + s) u;(t + 5) 
+ u;(t + 5 + s) ot(t + 5) m,(t + r)] 
(6.10) 
X H{EF u;(t + r + s) u;(t + r) - Eo;(t + r + s) tl;(t + r)}. (6.11) 
The centering term in (6.11) is precisely (6.8) but with Em,(t + s) m,(t) 
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replaced by its arithmetic mean V(s/qf). It can be shown that f>(l) is 
bounded by 
W)l1 + If @)I6 I (6.12) 
and that 
Atf;(t) = (6.8) (but with Em,(f + s) m,(t) replaced by 
V(s/q’)) - Q’(Y (t). 8’(t). f) + terms satisfying (6.12). (6.13 ) 
Summarizing the above calculations and writing Y for Y(t) yields 
where 
Aj-(x, t) =f:,(x, f) Dx, -H K’$~’ ] +J;.,(.u, f#- Cx, 1 
+ ;~;‘pys)ds + ’ 9.1;: p(s) V(s) ds ] H’f ,.,- ,,(x. I) H. (6.14) 
0 
Tightness can also be shown by applying [6, Theorem 11 with the given 
order estimates. By Theorem 1, (x’( .)} converges weakly to X( e ) = (x,(. ). 
x2(-)), where 
d.x, = [Dx, - HKfa;x,/2] dt + fio3 H dB. 
dx: = [8- Cx, 1 dt, 
B(. ) = standard Brownian motion, (6.15) 
where ui is the last bracketed term in (6.14). With non-Gaussian noise, the 
limit is the same except for the value of 0:. 
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